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Women Rabbis in isRael

Ra b b i  Da l i a Ma R x,  PhD

My colleague was startled when a male congregant, a friendly chatty 
one, told her that she is “ten centimeters short to be a rabbi.” Only 
on her way back home did she realize that he was talking about her 
skirt length. Needless to say, this realization did not make her feel 
any better. Indeed, some professional experiences seem to be unique 
to female clergy. This article is dedicated to a specific topic: the roles, 
challenges, and horizons of liberal female rabbis in the contemporary 
State of Israel.

short History

Until modernity, almost no Jewish women merited being in leadership 
positions,1 let alone serving as rabbis. While the question regarding the 
ordination of women was publicly raised for the first time about 120 
years ago,2 the first woman was ordained (albeit in a private s’michah) 
in 1935 in Nazi Germany. It was Regina Jonas, who served German 
congregations and perished in 1942 in Auschwitz.3 It took another 
thirty-seven years for Sally Priesand to receive rabbinic ordination 
from Hebrew Union College–Jewish Institute of Religion (HUC-
JIR)/Cincinnati in 1972; the other liberal seminaries followed shortly.4 
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Today all the non-Orthodox seminaries ordain women, and eyes are 
lifted now to modern Orthodoxy, whose leaders fiercely debate this 
matter.5

In Israel, the first woman rabbi to practice was Kinneret Shiryon, 
born in the United States and ordained at HUC-JIR/New York. In 
1981, Shiryon made aliyah and later established Yozma congregation 
in Modi’in. The first woman who was ordained in Israel is Naamah 
Kelman. Kelman received her ordination at the Jerusalem campus of 
HUC-JIR in 1992, where she currently serves as the dean. The fol-
lowing year, Valerie Stessin was the first Masorti (Conservative) rabbi 
ordained in Israel. Maya Leibovich, the founding rabbi of Kamaz con-
gregation in Mevaseret Zion near Jerusalem, is the first Israeli-born 
woman rabbi. Currently, there are some seventy-five women rabbis 
in Israel, in various congregational, organizational, and educational 
positions.

No Longer an “Item”

A sign of normalizations in terms of the female rabbinate in Israel is 
that it is no longer a news item. Unlike previous years, ordination of 
women no longer receives attention in the press, and interviewers do 
not feel the need to make tasteless jokes (such as, What is the title for 
a rabbi’s husband?6). Although far from being a normalized situation, 
in many circles, women rabbis are not an extraordinary sight; in one 
of our congregations that has a woman as a rabbi, a little girl asked her 
mother if men too can become rabbis.

As background for our discussion, let us consider first some facts 
about the women rabbis in Israel. Table 1 shows that women are still 
a minority, comprising 48 percent of the Reform rabbis. In the Ameri-
can Reform Movement, the gap is much more drastic (Table 2); the 
women comprise only 32 percent of the Central Conference of Ameri-
can Rabbis (CCAR), but in the current ordination classes they comprise 
the striking rate of 51 percent. In the Israeli Masorti (Conservative) 
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Movement (Table 3) the gap is more moderate than it is in the Israel 
Movement for Progressive Judaism (IMPJ, the Reform Movement), 
which is at present significantly more egalitarian than the Masorti 
Movement, with the same number of male and female rabbis serv-
ing in congregations, whereas only four out of the twenty-two female 
Conservative rabbis in Israel are presently functioning as congrega-
tional rabbis.

Table 1.  Gender Division in MARAM  
(the Israeli Council of Reform Rabbis)7

 
Total

Male 
rabbis

Female 
rabbis

Members of MARAM 100 52 (52%) 48 (48%)

Rabbis officiating in congregations  31 13 (42%) 18 (58%)

Ordination classes of 2013–2015  13  4 (30%)  9 (70%)

Table 2. Gender Division in the CCAR8

Total
Male 
rabbis

Female 
rabbis

Members of the CCAR 2,176 1,477 (68%) 699 (32%)

Ordination classes 2014–15    67     33 (49%)  34 (51%)

Table 3.  The Masorti (Conservative) Movement  
in Israel9

 
Total

Male 
rabbis

Female 
rabbis

Members of the Rabbinical Assembly 160 138 (86%) 22 (14%)

Rabbis officiating in congregations  19  15 (79%)  4 (21%)

Ordination classes of 2013–2015   5   3 (60%)  2 (40%)
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Double Exclusion

Many of the challenges that women rabbis in Israel face are not es-
sentially different from those confronting their colleagues in North 
America.10 One would also expect that due to the traditionalist and even 
macho nature of their society, Israeli women rabbis would encounter 
more discrimination and suspicion. It’s been said that the best Israelis 
can do is allow women to be ordained, but even then they cannot truly 
accept them as rabbis. However, often this is just part of the larger 
picture: the immediate problems that non-Orthodox religious Jews en-
counter in Israel have to do first and foremost with their liberal, mod-
ern, and inclusive values and practices, not directly with gender issues.

Non-Orthodox rabbis of both sexes have to close ranks because 
they are all members of the same salon des refusés, laboring under con-
stant challenges to their legitimacy by the Orthodox establishment and 
denied funding and recognition not only by the Orthodox or ultra-
Orthodox chief rabbinate but often also by the Israel Ministry of the 
Interior and the Ministry of Religion. Israeli Reform and Conser-
vative rabbis are not authorized to officiate at weddings or burials, 
nor do their synagogues receive government funding as Orthodox 
synagogues do. The gap between male and female liberal rabbis, es-
pecially with regard to officiating in congregations and organizations, 
is much smaller than the gap between both of them and Orthodox 
or ultra-Orthodox rabbis. When Rabbi Alona Lisitsa was the Israeli 
representative to the Women’s Rabbinic Network (WRN), she said in 
her 2009 address to her colleagues in North America, “We are proud 
to be equally discriminated against with our male colleagues by the 
Israeli establishment. The de-legitimization campaign against all of 
us is manifested in the outrageous statement by Rabbi Eliyahu, former 
Chief Rabbi of Israel, blaming Reform Jews for the Holocaust.”11

It may be surprising but since both men and women liberal rabbis 
are marginalized in Israel, there is more equality between them there. 
In fact, women rabbis in Israel seem to get to be in leadership positions 
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somewhat more easily than do their colleagues in the United States. 
Women rabbis lead some of the larger congregations in Israel, and 
many women serve in leadership and executive roles: Rabbi Maya 
Leibovich heads the Reform Rabbis Council (MaRaM), Rabbi Naa-
mah Kelman is dean of the Jerusalem campus of HUC-JIR, and Rabbi 
Tamar Elad-Appelbaum served until recently as a dean of the Schech-
ter Rabbinical Seminary in Jerusalem.

Some of my colleagues claim that women’s double marginality can 
be advantageous as well. For some secular Israelis, a woman rabbi is in-
tuitively perceived not only as a nonthreatening and non-authoritative 
figure, but also positively subversive. The religious coercion in Israel 
and Orthodoxy’s monopoly over Judaism there causes many citizens 
to shy away from any form of Jewish religiosity and practice, yet some 
of them find a female rabbi more accessible and accommodating than 
a male rabbi. Even the new Hebrew word rabbah, the title most female 
rabbis prefer,12 which sounded at first weird, falls on relatively open 
ears.13 A friend of mine who serves as an ultra-Orthodox rabbi has no 
difficulty calling me rabbah since, as he says, it is “a new thing that 
never existed before.”

Working as a Woman Rabbi in Israel

Israeli society is very oriented around family life. Although child care cen-
ters are far from optimal, women in Israel can rely on them and on a long 
day at kindergartens; paid maternity leave is mandatory (albeit relatively 
short) and is protected by law; short distances, tight relationships, and 
mutual informal social support facilitate dependence on grandparents 
and friends for help with young children. For these reasons and due to 
economic necessity, in most Israeli families both spouses work outside 
the home. Since juggling work and family is relatively natural for Israeli 
women, female rabbis are among the beneficiaries.

Liberal congregations in Israel tend to be rather small and there-
fore, in most cases, present their rabbis with a relatively manageable 
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work load. Moreover, their low budgets enable many congregations 
to employ only a part-time rabbi (whether male or female).14 The fact 
that many synagogues do not have full office and maintenance support 
does not discourage many women rabbis, who are willing, as one of 
them said to me, “to get their hands dirty” by sweeping floors, arrang-
ing chairs, making phone calls, sending letters, and so forth. It seems 
that women rabbis often respond more readily to these extra chores 
than do their male colleagues.

I believe that Israel’s relatively informal and nonhierarchical work 
structure enables women, with what seems to be the readiness of many 
female clergy to be less hierarchical and authoritative,15 to fit comfort-
ably into the Israeli rabbinate.

Aside from the cooperation of liberal men and women rabbis in 
Israel, women rabbis also have projects for women only. The women 
rabbis of the Masorti Movement formed a group called Yalta,16 which 
is famous for its inspiring women’s Passover seders. The women Re-
form rabbis form the Israeli chapter of the Women for Reform Judaism 
(WRJ). Lately, I was fortunate to be among four Reform rabbis who 
explored the topic of ritual immersion in a liberal context and eventu-
ally edited the book Parashat Hamayim: Immersion in Water as an Op-
portunity for Renewal and Spiritual Growth (Tamar Duvdevani, Maya 
Leibovich, Alona Lisitsa, and Dalia Marx, eds.; HaKibutz HaMeuchad, 
Tel Aviv, 2011, in Hebrew). Not all of our colleagues were convinced 
of the necessity of such an endeavor, but eventually we got much 
encouragement both from the IMPJ and from MaRaM. 

Can overt Sexism be an Advantage?

Sexism and machismo can be found in every society, regardless of 
how progressive it may be; in Israeli society it is overt and explicit and 
disturbing. Still, it can be argued that a direct and blunt style, which 
is typical of many Israelis, may sometimes be an advantage: It is easier 
to detect, less subtle, and therefore easier to respond to. On the other 
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hand, when discrimination is covert and expressed through a veil of 
political correctness and propriety, it is harder to identify and it is cer-
tainly harder to respond to.

My female colleagues and I constantly confront excluding and 
doubting remarks made by bar mitzvah parents, board members, 
and school principals, as well as taxi drivers and service providers. 
We respond to statements like “separation between men and women 
always existed in the synagogue” by explaining that that isn’t neces-
sarily so. We readily tell those who claim that “when a woman is 
standing on the bimah, congregants will look at her as a woman, 
not as a rabbi,” that our femininity does not contradict our pro-
fessionalism; on the contrary, it shapes it and enhances it. When 
young couples tell us that they would really love it if we officiated 
in their wedding but they “just cannot do it” because their old aunt 
would freak out to see an officiating female rabbi, and they need 
a male rabbi, preferably with a beard (to look like a “real rabbi”), 
we warmly wish them mazal tov, and hope that their children will 
feel otherwise.

Obviously, we do not always have the patience to engage with this 
kind of conversation, but our everyday experiences provide us with 
many opportunities to confront sexist attitudes. We believe that re-
sponding to these kinds of “petty” questions can affect the whole so-
ciety, not just the individual. In many cases, prejudice and intolerance 
vanish when a personal connection exists, and the personal, as we all 
know, is also the political.

In the last few years, we have experienced a disturbing wave of 
women’s exclusion from the public sphere in Israel. Ultra-Orthodox 
circles pressure companies and publishers to avoid using pictures of 
women, not only in commercial advertisements but also in official 
government publications. Women and even young girls are being ha-
rassed for not wearing “modest” cloths, and due to the fear of extreme 
circles, female singers are not invited to many public events, including 
military events. These phenomena are not new but they have become 
more extreme and more frequent in the past few years, and the novelty 
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of the past year or so is that many people openly protest against them. 
The backlash of these developments is a strong antireligious sentiment 
as well as the endowment of non-Orthodox expressions of religiosity, 
and especially of women leaders, whose very being is a bold response 
to the exclusion of women.

A short anecdote to illustrate this: in my own neighborhood in 
North Jerusalem, the French Hill, a project among many other local 
initiatives has recently taken place, as a protest against the exclusion 
of women in our city. The young leadership of the neighborhood has 
decided to place large posters of women of different occupations all 
around the neighborhood. Alongside the teacher, the scientist, and the 
musician, I was asked to participate as a rabbi. Apparently a rabbi is 
now one of the feminine “neighborhood professions”!

Ironically, the new awareness of the presence of women in the 
Israeli public sphere, and the dangers to Israeli democracy caused by 
those who want to eliminate their participation and their images, has 
begun to cause larger circles of Israelis to appreciate the missing female 
voices from the generations-old Jewish choir. We women and men 
who serve as rabbis in the State of Israel pray that both democracy and 
pluralism will thrive in the years ahead, so that our voices can be raised 
more in praise than in protest.

At the end of 2013, Israel’s attorney general made a historic an-
nouncement that the State of Israel will fund the salaries of Reform and 
Conservative rabbis who are employed by regional councils. Rabbi Miri 
Gold, the rabbi of Gezer, provided the case upon which this decision 
was based. Although the road is still long, it seems that things are indeed 
changing for Israeli liberal Jews. Of course, the change affects liberal 
Jews everywhere, and thus it affects Jewish life overall.

What to Call a Woman Rabbi

One of the questions that emerged early on in the history of women’s 
ordination in Israel was what to call a woman rabbi.17 At first glance it 
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would appear that this is only a technical question, but it is well known 
that a person’s professional title has a great deal to do with how one 
understands one’s professional persona. The question of the appropri-
ate title for a woman rabbi is not separate, really, from other questions 
about professional titles that were limited at one time to men. For 
example, there are women who function as academic secretaries who 
wish to be called by the grammatically masculine form (mazkir) instead 
of the feminine form (mazkirah), which implies a more technical and 
auxiliary nature of the job. Until just a short time ago women who 
were “ministers” with the government of Israel were called by the male 
designation sar; only lately have they been referred to as sarah in the 
female form, and now we even have a roshat memshala (prime minister 
in feminine form). In this regard, it seems to me that the women’s rab-
binate takes the question beyond the purely linguistic realm and even 
beyond common custom.  

Dr. Zvia Walden, an Israeli linguist, interviewed twenty-nine 
Israeli women rabbis for purposes of addressing this issue and has 
demonstrated that the matter of professional title among women 
rabbis is  quite a live question and arouses quite lively feelings.18 
As noted, nearly twenty years had passed from the time of the first 
woman’s ordination in the United States in 1972 until the time of 
the first ordination of a woman in Israel; and nearly a full decade 
passed from that time until 2001, when Mira Raz was ordained with 
the title rabbah.  

Kinneret Shiryon, the first woman to fill a rabbinic position as such 
in Israel, told Walden about the efforts she expended along the way to 
finding the appropriate title. She asserted, 

“After I arrived in Israel in 1983, I wrote a letter to the Acad-
emy of the Hebrew language [the legal Israeli authority in matters 
of language]. I received the answer that the appropriate term for 
a woman serving in the rabbinate was rabbanit [the Hebrew pro-
nunciation of the term rebbetzin], but since that term was used for 
wives of rabbis, they advised a different term.…I was naïve, and 
decided that I would teach the Israel society to call the rabbi by 
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an appropriate title, so I took up the title rabbanit…and that didn’t 
work.  Then I decided to ‘go with’ rav. That way they would under-
stand who I am.  It is grammatically awkward but at least I wouldn’t 
have to waste time explaining what I meant.”19 The advantage in 
using the title rabbanit would be that this is an already existing 
word that is recognizable in Hebrew; yet the disadvantage of the 
word was that it was already “taken” and therefore Shiryon finally 
rejected it, as did the other women in the rabbinate.

Walden specifies several proposals for a title for a woman in the 
rabbinate during the recent decades, and among them has been rabit,20 
rabat,21 and more. In the convention of the organization Kolech (lit-
erally, “your voice”), the Israeli organization of Orthodox women, 
consideration was given in 2009 to the title that one would associate 
with a woman who would receive rabbinic ordination. The discussion 
was interesting especially in light of the fact that Orthodox women 
had not yet become eligible for the rabbinate and so the question was 
more cultural and symbolic. Among the names in this instance that 
were favored were  chachamah (a title parallel to a title that is used 
among Sephardim), maharat22 (an acronym for rabbinic teacher of 
halachah), and again, rav. The title that was ultimately preferred was 
rabbah. Unfortunately but not surprisingly, no explicit reference was 
made to the fact that this title is already in use by many of the women 
from non-Orthodox streams of Judaism.  Rachel Keren, the head of 
Kolech’s executive committee, said, “In the title-choosing contest, 
we wanted to make the community aware of the need for this need 
[for women to be religious leaders]. We figured that a public discus-
sion about this subject would encourage women to keep studying.”23 
That is to say that the idea was that giving a name to something that 
is not yet a reality may encourage its being established as something 
that actually exists.

But, whereas within the world of Orthodoxy the question of what 
to call women rabbis might be interesting as a matter of “creative mi-
drash,” within the non-Orthodox world the midrash becomes more 
pragmatic and serves to respond to the actual needs of women who are 
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already serving as rabbis. As of today two professional titles have been 
used by women who are serving in the rabbinate, and lively argument 
and a plethora of jokes surround them: rav and rabbah. When a woman 
is ordained in the Israeli Reform rabbinic program at HUC-JIR, she is 
asked what should be written on her ordination certificate. 

Those who favor the label rav point out, as does Kinneret Shiryon, 
that this term is one that requires no justification or explanation and 
that using this term serves to emphasize the equality between men and 
women of the rabbinate. They further contend that the term rabbah 
could wind up being understood as designating an entirely different 
profession, an innovative position of lesser status. Those who favor the 
title rabbah, on the other hand, stress the importance of normalizing 
the title, as is the case with so many titles and professions that have a 
masaculine and feminine form. That is how it should be with the rab-
binate, goes this argument, and the feminine form of the title, they 
argue, emphasizes both their gender and the fact that they have been 
ordained.24  In opposition are those who argue that the word rabbah 
is not yet an official word and may even sound strange,25 and suggests 
that many words in Hebrew that sound familiar today were once new 
and may have sounded peculiar, for example, gerev (stocking), iparon 
(pencil), kaletet (cassette tape). Yet this claim seems not to carry much 
weight any further, for the title rabbah is recognized and no longer 
requires an explanation.  As an example of this, I would recall what I 
wrote above about the poster in my neighborhood whose title requires 
no explanation.  

Everything that has been said so far deals with the preference of the 
women themselves—those who are affected by their titles; their reli-
gious temperaments and personal style are an important part of their 
preferences in this regard. But as is well known, it is the Academy for 
the Hebrew Language that determines matters of linguistic propriety. 
As I said above, the first efforts in the 1980s and ’90s resulted in the 
response that the word rabbanit (parallel to chazanit, a woman cantor)26 
would be used, and until the beginning of the new decade the Academy 
did not really respond to the question regarding the proper title for 
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women in the rabbinate. In a consultation with the Academy’s tele-
phone service (customary with some regularity in Israel, where there 
are community “call-ins”), the response I received was that if the Acad-
emy would designate a proper term, it would likely propose a separate 
term with regard to the rabbinate, probably rabbah, but that it would 
not do so, because that might suggest that the Academy is recogniz-
ing the legitimacy of women rabbis.27 But with the changing reality, 
and with the fact that there are considerably more women rabbis, the 
Academy for the Hebrew Language in its effort to pay attention to the 
zeitgeist has recently published the following response with regard to 
the appropriate term for a woman rabbi: 

The feminine form these past generations is rabbanit (follow-
ing the fact that the plural is rabbanim), but the actual meaning of 
this term is “the wife of a rabbi,” and therefore for contemporary 
usage, we use the term ishah-rav. There are those who believe 
that just as malkah can be the same as ishah-melech or eishet melech, 
so the term rabbanit could serve (in double service, as it were) as 
ishah-rav. But those who have requested this response were not 
satisfied with rabbanit, and therefore the proposal developed of 
rabbah, which is itself a feminine form of the description rav (like 
the construct todah rabbah). Therefore it seems appropriate that 
the word rabbah has some standing within the community as the 
feminine form of rav.28

NOTES

This essay is an expansion of a section in the author’s article “A Female 
Rabbi Is Like an Orange on the Passover Plate—Women and the Rabbinate: 
Challenges and Horizons” (in Rabbi - Pastor - Priest: Their Roles and Profiles 
Through the Ages, Studia Judaica Book 64, ed. by Walter Homolka and Heinz-
Gunther Schotler, [Germany: Walter de Gruyter, 2013], 219–40).

 1. There are a few salient examples of women who served as leaders in ancient 
Israel (such as the prophetesses Deborah and Huldah), in the Middle Ages (such as 
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einu Le’am 37, no. 1 (1986): 26–27. 

27.  The spokesperson told me of the angry letters received by the Academy re-
garding the question of the proper Hebrew pronunciation of “the Palestinian people” 
(the shin versus the sin), because it is a subject whose implications involve whether or 
not to give formal recognition to the Palestinian people.  
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28.  “Rav in the Feminine Form” [in Hebrew], the Academy for the Hebrew 
Language’s website (http://hebrew-academy.huji.ac.il/sheelot_teshuvot/MivharTe-
shuvot/Pages/25031003.aspx).

Note: The final section of this essay was translated by Rabbi William 
Cutter, PhD.


